To Basaffe Headquarters in Special Report

We were informed from Mr. Al-Kolander about a murder incident. I went to Mr. Al-Kolander and saw the dead Najat Hamed Mobawa, born 1963, works as housewife, lives in Mahalla 711/5/17. I took her husband statement, the injured, Yassan Muhammed, born 1983, works as a student in the six high school grade, lives in the same Mahalla and street. He saw Americans holding rifles and they fired on them while his father and mother was sleeping in the house. The crime scene was sketched and I sent the dead woman above to the coroner to identify the cause of death. We will update you on the situation afterwards, with respect.

Distribution:
New Baghdad Police Station to examine the report.

The original copy was kept under No. 25

Signed by

New Baghdad Station Officer
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